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Below are recommendations that we, as BIM4Housing, are putting forward as the findings of our subject matter 

experts.  We do not claim these findings to be definitive, but we would hope that they would provide ‘accountable’ 

and ‘responsible’ persons with some of the detail they would require to ensure that risks are mitigated.  



 

  

 

 

 

 

Format 

The structure of this set of information is designed to be consumed in various ways by different 
stakeholder groups doing different things. Therefore, information mentioned in one section may be 
repeated in another, so they can be applied to a particular activity. 

Also, we have sought to organize the information to make it more machine-readable so, although the 
lists could be reduced by combining similar items, this would make them less easily used in applications. 

Despite the need to edit and contextualise, we have tried to retain the authentic voice of our experts 
throughout. This is especially so in the Appendices, where no colloquialism is left unturned. 

 

Terms of use 

This document is not intended as an end-result, but as a snapshot of a dynamic, on-going piece of work 
being developed by Subject Matter Experts who represent the different interest groups.  

We hope it is helpful but is not definitive because, as we have learned from our collaboration, no one 
knows everything. It should therefore be used to supplement other sources of information, all of which 
should be validated by a responsible person applying it to a project.  

Comments and additional contributions are welcome, and a panel of volunteer experts will review 
suggestions to assess/validate them and augment the guidance as required. 

It will be available for free at www.bim4housing.com but should not be printed and used offline, 
because the information may be updated and be no longer valid. 

  

http://www.bim4housing.com/


 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Structure 

We have six Working Groups of experts who understand the individual Stakeholder needs of 

Development, Design, Construction, Manufacturing, Operations, and the specialist Advisors who support 

the whole process. Each Working Group determines the problems they are experiencing that could be 

alleviated by better information, often from a different Stakeholder group and they collectively establish 

Workstreams to collaborate and share knowledge to come up with practical solutions. 

They have established Workstreams for MMC, Data Standardisation, Sustainability and Fire Safety and 

the latter has, in turn, established Round Table workshops that bring together SMEs who really 

understand specific asset types. Outputs from the workshops will feed into the GTI. 

(See Appendix 1 for Structure Diagram) 

Fire Safety Methodology 

It was determined to take individual fire-critical assets and examine impacts and influences through 

their lifecycle. A series of online discussions were held, along with one-on-one calls and an email 

gathering of views and inputs.  This culminated in a series of Roundtable discussions, each with a clear 

focus and targeted output.  BIM4Housing’s expert team was enhanced by guests from the GTI, along 

with other fire safety specialists throughout. 

Phase 1 defined the over-arching questions that need to be answered, for each asset type, to deliver the 

BIM-plus solution necessary to the effective functioning of the Golden Thread in terms of Fire Safety. 

The questions defined are: 

- What risks does the asset mitigate? 

- To what risks is the asset, itself, susceptible? 

- What information is needed about an asset, to ensure it performs as required? 

- What tasks/method statements/procedures are required to ensure the asset is installed, 
commissioned, inspected, and maintained properly? 

- What level of competency/training needs to be in place? 

- How should product changes be recorded? 

Phase 2 sought to answer those questions, offering a definitive guide to the delivery of The Golden 

Thread through the effective management of required information.   

Cavity Barriers Methodology 

The outputs from a first Roundtable (20th July 2021) were finessed at a second Roundtable (3rd August 

2021).  In each case, significant participant engagement was achieved prior to each event, with each 

Roundtable having different participants. 

What is a Cavity Barrier? 



 

 Cavity Barriers are there to decrease the spread of smoke and flames between fire compartment 

separations within hidden voids and uninterrupted cavities withing buildings, such as external cavity 

walls, raised access floors or suspended ceilings.  They support the essential delay of fire spread to allow 

people to safely evacuate a building, as required by building regulations, while contributing to some 

level of property protection. They are a hidden, yet critical part of the passive fire protection 

components within a building.  However, the term “cavity barrier” also applies to other barriers used in 

different locations.  Approved Document B gives some added clarity (See Appendix 2) 

 

 

  



 

FINDINGS 

It was determined to look to ‘codify’ risks to enable teams to coalesce around tackling a problem, run 

scenarios to simulate what might happen and how collaboration can reduce the risk of them happening. 

Two other GTI Working Groups, H&S and Standards, have been working with NBS to extend Uniclass to 

carry a more detailed set of risks and, those identified here, can form part of that.    

Clearly, it is not desirable for the ‘Accountable Person’ to be absolved of responsibility for not 

anticipating a risk, simply because it was not on the list of suggested risks- which should be considered a 

‘steer’ not an absolute. However, without that list, it becomes impossible to define and deliver the 

information needed. 

 

1a.  What risks do Cavity Barriers mitigate? 

 Risk of smoke build-up 

 Risk of heat build-up 

 Risk to fire-fighter’s access 

 The risk of the spread of fire and products of fire (fire, smoke, heat) via cavities in external and 
internal walls, along with other concealed cavities (such a roof and ceiling voids)  

 The risk of spread of fire, smoke, and heat between building compartmentations.  
 Risk of speed of fire and smoke spread  
 Risk of number of uncontained areas  
 Risk of inhibiting safe exit from the building 

 Risk of fire brigade not having enough time to attend before fire spread 

 Risk of system failure. 
 Risk of Injury/harm/loss of life to residents/occupants. 
 Risk of smoke damage and subsequence. 
 Risk of compromising security, both for the building and individual apartments, when doors 

don’t close properly or are propped open. 
 Risk of reduced thermal efficiency 

 Risk of degraded acoustics. 
 Risk of damage to property, building or structure 

 

(See Appendix 3 for Additional Participant Input) 

 

  



 

 

1b.  To what risks are Cavity Barriers, themselves, susceptible? 

 Risk of additional items having been placed into an escape route (such as a sofa), not having 
been considered at design stage, could provide fuel for a fire and have the potential to 
counteract the AOV/smoke extraction system 

 Risk of incorrect replacement components having been installed 

 Risk of human intervention on ancillary assets, such as smoke detectors, impacting on asset 
performance 

 Risk of information on an individual asset being incomplete, inaccurate or absent 
 Risk of information on an individual asset not being supplied in both digital and physical format 
 Risk that the asset has not been tested against the ‘Cause and Effect’ document 
 Risk of other trades and employees not appreciating the asset’s function and so compromising 

its performance  
 Risk of non-appreciation of the differences between performance of assets in 

compartmentalised areas versus performance of asset’s in shared circulation areas 

 Risk of vandalism or simply misuse  

Materials 

 Building movement–  
 In service and under fire load / shrinkage  
 Excessive water damage 

 Some Laboratory testing not covering real-life scenarios 

Installation 

 Refurbishments and upgrades, which (unknowingly and unchecked) Puncture of the cavity 
barrier during refurbishment or upgrade, such as: 

I. External Façade treatment – addition of new wall panels or disturbing the 
cavity barrier in situ 

II. Thermal improvement installations within the building 
III. Installation of new services through the ceiling space and walls, and partitions 

without an understanding of the role/duty of the above elements in the 
general arrangements, and reinstatement to functionality 

IV. Installation of new fixtures and fittings 
V. Lack of appropriate remedial /replacement fire-stopping or reinstating of 

cavity barrier after refurbishments, repairs and renewals.  

 Foil tape obscuring missing elements in installation 

Inspection 

 Foil tape obscuring missing elements due to insufficient inspection 
 

 

 (See Appendix 4 for Additional Participant Input) 



 

2.  What information is needed about Cavity Barriers to ensure they perform as 

required? 

(It is important to understand how the information will be used and how the context will vary what 
information is required. Initially, this was the subject of quite a lot of debate – largely driven by a worry 
about ‘information overload’.  However, with a truly cross disciplinary team of SMEs, it was possible to 
drill down to understand the detail of why a role would need certain information.  

The aim was to collect all of the information all stakeholders need against all products and leave it to 
each role to configure their software applications to see only the information they need for that 
individual task.) 

 

Requirements 

 Type of Cavity Barrier 

 Size of cavity 

 Manufacturer 
 Design life 
 'As Built' drawings and documentation should be made a requirement of the contract  

 

Specification 

 Cavity seal material 

 Insulation type 

 Product composition 

 Product integrity rating 

 Evidence that the design has been carried out appropriately by competent persons 

 Evidence of the design is suitable  

Performance 

 Product insulation rating 

 Minutes/hours of fire resistance 

 integration and insulation ratings 

 Evidence the right product has been used (to include demonstration of suitability for intended 
use, product specification and limitations, use-specific test evidence.) 

 Performance characteristics, 
 The responsibility of the cavity barrier towards enabling the building element to perform its role 

as needed 

 Projected movements and tolerances of walls and floors 

 Projected wind/snow load 

Materials 
 Surrounding substrates 

 Fitted vertically or horizontally 

 Cavity trays fitted 

 Weep vents 



 

 Record of batch numbers, purchase orders and delivery notes to ensure traceability 

Construction 
 Position of wall ties 

 Party walls 

 Mobility of cavity barrier- can it be repositioned? 
 Wall type (brick, concrete, light wall etc.) and fire rating 

 

Installation 
 Specific location 

 Evidence that the installation has been carried out appropriately by competent persons 

 Evidence that the installation methods are suitable  
 Evidence that the product is specified in design documents and site-specific methods of 

installation have been considered by designers 
 Dated site images of the installation alongside written records (taking note of elements that will 

be covered up in the final build)   
 End use certification 
 Installer and their certification 
 Documentation confirming its having been installed in accordance with installation instructions  
 Installation date 
 The general arrangement of building element that the cavity barrier is to be installed in. 
 The role /duty that the said building element (that is to receive the cavity barrier) is playing in 

the general arrangement of the building 
 A listing of all components and accessories of the cavity barrier and the part each one plays in 

ensuring that the cavity barrier performs as required 
 Immediate vicinity (electric, duct etc.)  

 Traceability of “hidden” cavity barriers.  

 Time of installation/mounting (over time some cavity barriers tend to “age” with the building) 

 

Inspection 

 If it is to be inspected; how?   
 Evidence that the inspection has been carried out appropriately by competent persons 

 

Maintenance 

 Maintenance requirements 
 Contact for replacement materials 
 Evidence that the maintenance and servicing has been carried out appropriately by competent 

persons 

 

(See Appendix 5 for Additional Participant Input) 

 



 

3.  What tasks/method statements/procedures are required to ensure a Cavity 

Barrier is installed, commissioned, inspected, and maintained properly? 

(It should be a given that any work on fire safety critical assets should always be undertaken by 

competent people, probably 3rd party accredited. However, that person must be supported with any 

information that they might need to reduce the risk of an important step being missed and to provide an 

auditable record of what tasks were completed. This is common practice in M&E maintenance, where the 

industry has developed a significant library of standard procedures and tasks lists, along with 

roles/competency required. 

An air-conditioning unit is maintained by a qualified air conditioning engineer, but the engineer is also 

issued with a check list for them to record what was done. 

A similar industry-wide check list for installation, commissioning, handover, maintenance and recycling 

could be agreed.) 

  

Correct installation is critical to the success of the cavity barrier.  Buildings will ‘move’ over time and its 

performance must be assessed against a potential fire in a building that could happen years after 

installation. 

 

Requirements 

 Legislation/standards it complies with 
  Warranty conditions/service life statement 

 

Specification 
 Specification of the cavity barrier must not be changed from that specified for the external wall 

system   

 Fire engineering assessments might be acceptable from a competent Chartered Fire Engineer. 

The client’s consultants and contractors should appreciate the limitations in the direct field of 

application (DIAP) for product tests 

 
Materials 

 Do not make substitutions of products when system tested (which might be LPS 1501 system 

testing for Modular) unless extended field of application (EXAP) rules have been established by 

the system test standard. For BS 8414 there are substitution rules in BS 9414 

 
 

  



 

Installation 
  As built / O&M manuals to show the locations of the cavity barriers that have been installed.  
  Application of the barriers including compatible components (manufacturers guidance and test 

evidence that they can be installed within that guidance) 
  Product lifespan within the specific system it is being used within (if installed within an external 

facia having a 2-year product lifespan would not be suitable. This may be within the 
manufacturer’s guidelines)  

 100% photographic records of installation for Cavity Barriers that are permanently inaccessible 
 Preferably third-party certified materials, products and systems should be installed by third 

party certified installers, under UKAS accreditation 

  

Inspection 
 Proof of competency of inspectors  

 Ensure that system tests are representative of the building 

  Post work inspection  

 Ensure access to cavity barriers is always possible  

 

 

(See Appendix 6 for Additional Participant Input) 

 

  



 

4.  What level of competency/training needs to be in place? 

(Industry training courses are critical, but they must be complemented by additional knowledge-transfer 

from people with many years real experience.  

Individual manufacturers have product-specific training which complements the more general training. 

Such training resources need to be provided in all cases where a product is used – both for new build but 

also as part of the long-term H&S/O&M information, ideally held as machine-readable data in the Asset 

information model to ensure maintenance teams have easy access to critical information.) 

 

Installation 

- Those involved in the design and installation should be able to demonstrate training 
/qualifications relevant to the systems they design/install and be members of a recognised 
organisation such as the Smoke Control Association with accreditation through the likes of 
the UKAS Approved IFC SDI 19 Smoke Control System Installer Accreditation Scheme 

- Competency of individual installers demonstrated through certification with a suitable 3rd 
party accreditation provider. This should include the provision of the manufacturer’s fitting 
instructions 

- Specification of which third party accreditations are acceptable (e.g. Trada, Firas, BM Trada, 
IFC etc.) should be required 

- Ongoing demonstrable CPD of installer (not simply the company they work for). For 

example, operatives installing products should have achieved L2 NVQ Diploma in Wood 

Occupations (Construction) - Site Carpentry (CSCS blue card) or L2 NVQ Diploma in 

Associated Industrial Services Occupations - Passive Fire Protection (Construction), both 

with the mandatory module for Installing Fire Resisting Timber Door sets in the Workplace 

- Supervisors should have achieved L3 NVQ Diploma in Wood Occupations (Construction) -Site 

Carpentry (CSCS gold card), or IFE Level 3 Certificate in Passive Fire Protection or be named 

as a competent supervisor in the company UKAS accreditation (see 

https://essentialsiteskills.co.uk/course-index) 

- Installer should have manufacturer-led product-specific installation training, in addition to 
any formal UKAS accreditation. 

- Manufacturers should offer installation training, either in their own right, or sub-contracted 

out to a specialist to provide that service 

- code of practice should include training materials 

- Competence of trainers needs to be determined 

Maintenance 

- Manufacturer-specific installation, commissioning, inspection, maintenance/repair, 
replacement, and recycling requirements should be retained to inform future maintainers of 
the manufacturers’ recommendations. 

https://essentialsiteskills.co.uk/course-index


 

- Mandatory awareness training should be in place for all people working on site and carrying 
out maintenance in buildings  

- Training for the operational team should be required on Standards (BS, CEN etc.) plus to give 

a basic understanding of how to read drawings, commissioning certs, O&M’s, 

- BSI Flex 8670 focuses on the competence of individuals and expects that organisations use 

this core criteria as part of their management of competency (planning, monitoring, 

reviewing etc.).  This also enables the capture of the skills, knowledge, experience, and 

behaviors necessary to the undertaking of a defined role, function, activity, or task. 

 
  

(See Appendix 7 for Additional Participant Input) 

 

 

 

 

  



 

5.  How should product changes be recorded? 

If information is not updated, it isn’t information anymore. It is misleading and, possibly, down-right 

dangerous. If the systems and processes to keep information current are not trusted, then the value of 

even correct information is compromised.  

Robust Change Management requires an information baseline against which the different states – 

current, proposed, final and ongoing change – can be measured and reported. 

The baseline information should contain the required performance in a machine-readable/actionable 

form and the Change Management process should enable that to be compared with: 

a) the actual performance of the designed solution (probably generic) 
b) the performance of the chosen product against the generic 
c) the performance of an alternative (value engineered?) product 
d) the record of what was actually used/installed. 

 

Requirements and Suggestions 

 A schedule of safety critical elements for the building, to include products specified 

 Baseline against which to compare proposed alternative products (Some designers have 

expressed reluctance to propose (not specify) a specific manufactured product that will satisfy 

their design due to liability, procurement rules and fees) 

 This schedule would be “Locked” at a specific design stage, after which changes to products 

specified should not occur except for exceptional reasons 

  A formal change management system is required to ensure that any unavoidable changes are 

validated by a ‘responsible’ person e.g. original designer and/or fire engineer  

 There is a well-established change management process in construction called Technical 

Submissions in which requested changes from the specifications/recommendations, that were 

created by the designers (and selected manufacturers), need to be formally reviewed and 

approved.  Design-and-Build procurement has affected that process and it should be 

reestablished in a way that the performance of a proposed product, and its constituent 

components, is easily compared with the proposed alternative and, if agreed, it is recorded as a 

Technical Deviation 

 Validation of changes would include verifying that the new product met all the requirements for 

the application with no detriment to the overall design, the details of which should be recorded 

(Changes in the product may be made between design and procurement, procurement and 

installation, handover and ongoing maintenance) 

 More onus needs to be on the client during the collation of Information Requirements and the 

updating of design models into ‘as installed’ content suitable for Asset/Facilities Management 



 

 Full Disclosure of the product is needed at handover so that after Work Stage 7, if a 

manufacturer goes out of business or products change the record is there in perpetuity 

 Asset database must be kept up to date with core data for new installs. Installation documents 

should be held in a centralised digital location. Once BIM/COBie level data is manageable within 

the asset management system then this will be used as the main source of data.  

 BIM, CAFM, Asset and Housing mgt systems must inform the change management process  

 H&S files for each building (cradle to grave) must be supplied, recorded and be updated with 

notification of changes and the implications. 

 Warranty information of the existing and the proposed products should be provided to allow 

proper consideration to be made on the selection of an alternative or replacement. If a product 

has a shorter life than another, this information should be available to inform selection. Given 

some of the products will be in locations that are difficult to locate, the longevity of a product 

could have safety implications. 

 Compliance systems should be informed with the information from the AIM 

 Asset tagging (barcode) systems and processes should be considered as forming part of the 

change management process. 

 Procurement should be included in the process, recording what was purchased and feeding that 

into the BIM process to locate where they were installed, or which products they are replacing. 

 Specification or design brief for the business (performance and or product) should be recorded 

in a machine-readable format to enable validation against the Golden Thread. 

 Record the compatibility and compliance of any ancillaries and confirm they comply with the 

test data? (Ironmongery, door access control systems, vision panels, vents) 

 Any adjustment, repair, addition to / removal of product, ironmongery or fittings must be 

recorded and should only be undertaken by a licensed / accredited contractor (this includes and 

modification to an existing asset) 

 The asset information needs to enable comparison but the original performance spec of the 

AOV and the related information such as Fire Strategy and Cause and Effect should form part of 

that Technical Deviation process. The FMs must be able to update the Asset Information Model 

with machine-readable data of the newly installed product  

 Recording who has worked on/replaced the component and their entitlement/competence to 

do so 

 Evidence that the component’s performance in relation to the part it plays in the system has 

been considered and is warranted 

 Manufacturers must provide a component list (e.g. ironmongery on a door) so if anything 

breaks, a direct replacement can be used. 



 

 Removal of certain products/materials must be undertaken by people who are on an approved 

list, certified by an accreditation body and should require advance notice to all certification 

holders, with signoff to ensure traceability 

 

 (See Appendix 8 for Additional Participant Input) 

  



 

APPENDIX 1 

BIM4Housing Structure 

 

 

 

  



 

APPENDIX 2 

 

 
 

 



 

 
 

  

 

 

 

  



 

APPENDIX 3 

Additional Participant Input Question 1a 

 

BUILDING REGS DEAL WITH LIFE SAFETY - NOT PROPERTY 
There is always a risk of a fire in a flat or building. the risk is to life and property and depending on the 
audience will depend on interpretation of that risk and the risk appetite. A fire in a flat which doesn’t 
spread beyond the flat of origin can kill the occupants and destroy the home. The legal enforcers (HSE 
and Fire Brigade) are only interested in fires that spread beyond the flat of origin because it relates to 
the law on which they enforce. The risk to life or injury or property damage is real from any fire, but the 
consequence and risk appetite of that risk depends on the audience, owner, occupier, business, 
enforcer.  

 

The law says: 

B3 Internal fire spread (structure) 

B3-(4) 

“The building shall be designed and constructed so that the unseen spread of fire and smoke within 

concealed spaces in its structure and fabric is inhibited.”                             

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2010/2214/schedule/1/made  

In Approved Document Part B Appendix A: Key terms the definition of Cavity Barrier is: 

                                 

“A construction within a cavity, other than a smoke curtain, to perform either of the following functions. 

                               

 Close a cavity to stop smoke or flame entering. 

 Restrict the movement of smoke or flame within a cavity.” 

  

This is in contrast to the ADB Appendix A: Key terms definition for Fire Stopping, which is: 

  

“A seal provided to close an imperfection of fit or design tolerance between elements or components, to 

restrict the spread of fire and smoke.” 

             

ADB makes a clear distinction between cavity barriers and fire stopping as: 

  

ADB Volume 1 - Diagram 8.1 Provisions for cavity barriers (Flats) 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2010/2214/schedule/1/made


 

ADB Volume 2 - Diagram 9.1 Provisions for cavity barriers 

  

There are four distinct categories of cavities: 

                                       

1. Cavities concealed by non-fire resisting internal construction 
ADB Diagram 8.1/9.1 expects 30(E)15(I) cavity barriers internally below raised floors, behind wall linings 

and above suspended ceilings, or above ceilings below a roof. 

                                       

2. Cavities within external cavity walls 
ADB excludes double-leaf masonry cavity walls with leaves of a minimum of 75mm, which is also applied 

to double-leaf concrete cavity walls or combinations of masonry and concrete leaves. Otherwise ADB 

Diagram 8.1/9.1 expects minimum 30(E)15(I) cavity barriers within external cavity walls. But ADB allows 

the external wall to have no minimum fire resistance and does not require a protected zone at the edges 

of internal compartment walls and floors, which might also be a party wall condition. 

                                       

3. Cavities within roof construction 
ADB Diagram 8.1/9.1 does not graphically recognise this category. ADB allows the roof to have no 

minimum fire resistance and does not require a protected zone at the edges of internal compartment 

walls, which might also be a party wall condition. 

                                       

4. Cavities within internal compartment walls and floors 
ADB Diagram 8.1/9.1 does not graphically recognise this category. Cavities are present within internal 

compartment walls or floors in any building that is not solid wall and floor construction, which is 

frequently the case in Modern Methods of Construction (MMC). It is important to control cavities of this 

category and ADB should be augmented. In this category it is better to think of fire stopping relating to 

compartmentation, rather than cavity barriers. 

  

 

  



 

APPENDIX 4 

Additional Participant Input Question 1b 

 

As an installer, we are asked to certify installations, yet they should be installed to manufacturers' tested 
solutions and then certified by us as installing to that - if there are not tested solutions, and Building 
Control will not accept this. 
 
 Significant Water ingress can also contaminate the product and therefore  could create respiratory 

issues within the building over time. Curtain Walling fixing details do not always allow a full installation 

of slab edge products, yet it is not always possible to install from mast climbers. There is no one 'passing' 

buildings, it just needs to be inspected as you go 

If extensive cavities within internal compartment walls and floors include combustible materials, that 

fire load may be vulnerable to fire penetrating through building services or as gaps open in the 

deflecting primary or infill structures, allowing flame, heat and hot or cold smoke to spread unseen and 

inaccessibly beyond the compartment of origin. In the case of Permanent Stacked Modular Buildings 

that can mean horizontally and vertically. 

Open State Cavity barrier products as standard,  are often tested within a laboratory in with a clear 

uninterrupted cavity. Often these cavities are populated with bracketry which means the contractor has 

to install the barriers in 2 pieces or cut around the element. This is as standard, not tested, especially 

with open state cavity barriers where handy angle which supports cladding panels where a clear cavity 

for drainage and ventilation is required. It is possible and quite common for individual manufacturers to 

design and develop project specific tests, based on EN and other applicable standards, that replicate, as 

far as is practicable the end use condition.  Supplementary Evidence of performance can also be gained 

using data from BS 8414 or equivalent tests, which are system tests, and therefore can assess the 

role/performance of cavity barriers in more realistic end use conditions. Manufacturers undertaking 

product tests are obliged to follow the procedures mandated by the standards, EN/BS/ASTM/industry 

sponsored that they test to, and these focus on the performance of the product in isolation. When they 

adapt the test for an alternative construction other than mandated, the output is considered “ad hoc” 

and whilst useful in terms of understanding, is not considered bona fide under the rules of the test 

standard itself. 

This also includes the increasing use of steel masonry support angles which are fixed the edges of 

concrete slabs and create a lot of spatial congestion in terms of their depth and content. The ideal 

positioning for a cavity barrier is away from this congestion in external walls, so that a clear 

uninterrupted barrier is formed 

Foil faced stone wool slab cavity barrier systems use foil tape to seal abutting joints. I have found that 

foil tape hides elements of barriers which are missing due to workmanship/practical installation issues. 

Not sure how you can combat this without getting rid of the foil face systems or increasing the 

frequency of inspections to mitigate. 

 



 

APPENDIX 5 

Additional Participant Input Question 2 

 

There is currently no published harmonised EN  test for Cavity Barriers. The promised BS EN 1364-6 from 

2016 has failed to be completed. Until that impasse is resolved: 

                                       

 EOTA TR 031 Fire Resistance Tests for Cavity Barriers – 2008 and ETAG 026 Fire Stopping and Fire 

Sealing Products - Part 5 Cavity Barriers – 2011 are the only guidance available for “Closed 

State” cavity barriers in all four categories of cavity construction. EOTA TR 031 considered that 

Intumescent materials have a service life of 10 or 25 years, but no longer is proven as a state of 

the art. At the time of the development of the EOTA standard in 2011, 10 years ago,  10/25 

years was considered sufficient, and reflected industry requirements more than it did the 

potential physical capabilities of the intumescent itself, in relevant exposure conditions. Recent 

multiple exposures/weathering using the nominated tests in EOTA TR 031 of OSCB (open state 

cavity barriers) by some manufacturers, have proven that service lives of 60 years are available. 

Individual manufacturers should be consulted for their positions on service life and the 

appropriate evidence to support any claims 

  

 16/30324104 DC BS EN 1364-6. Fire resistance tests for non-loadbearing elements. Part 6. Cavity 

Barriers can be read for “Open State” cavity barriers in the external wall, which in practice are 

fixed horizontally only.  

                                       

It was never the intention of the technical committee that OSCB thinking could be applied to the 

category of cavities within internal compartment walls and floors. The use of OSCB is primarily now in 

ventilated cavities within external walls. 

                                       

It is possible and current industry practice  to use the BS EN 1366-4:2006+A1:2010 Fire resistance tests 

for service installations. Linear joint seals as fire stopping in the BS EN 1366 series that relate to Building 

Services. This test is primarily for unventilated, aka “Full fill” cavity barrier types, where no ventilation is 

required and intumescent  are generally not required.   This is a test is carried out between two rigid 

fixed concrete sides to a furnace aperture, as are most of the product level tests of this nature, as they 

are designed to assess the performance of the product “in isolation”  If the substrate into which cavity 

barriers are fitted are neither concrete and are affected by movements and tolerances, a fire 

engineering assessment is required for their application, or evidence from tests such as BS 8414 or 

similar ad hoc tests. 

                                       

ETAG 026 GUIDELINE FOR EUROPEAN TECHNICAL APPROVAL of Fire Stopping and Fire Sealing Products 

Part 5 Cavity Barriers 



 

CE marking/UKCA certification attested against a product standard for fire seal products identifies a 

number of essential characteristics a fire seal must provide in addition to its fire performance including 

reaction to fire, durability, environmental use and content, release or emission of dangerous substances. 

These properties are essential for selecting the correct product. I know that some open state cavity 

barriers can be exposed to the elements for a long number of weeks before being closed in. This is quite 

common, and the individual manufacturer should be consulted to provide assurance/comment on the 

exposure of the products to the elements. 

New building method, such as the use of SFS and sheathing boards are not always thought through 

properly. Although the SFS wall construction may be classified for a specified fire resistance, that is from 

one side of a room to another. 

What happens if the sheathing boards run continuously with the edge of the concrete slab, for a cavity 

barrier between floors?  

 

Intumescent materials embedded within compartment floors and walls cannot be accessed. Permanent 
Stacked Modular Buildings: Technical Checklist for England – Issue 01 

https://www.riscauthority.co.uk/public-resources/documents/resource/iq8-technical-checklist-for-
england-permanent-stacked-modular-buildings-753 

https://www.riscauthority.co.uk/resource-download/753 

IQ8 Building System Questionnaire: Permanent Stacked Modular Buildings – Version 1.0 

https://www.riscauthority.co.uk/public-resources/documents/resource/iq8-buildings-system-
questionnaire-permanent-stacked-modular-buildings-interactive-748 

https://www.riscauthority.co.uk/resource-download/748 

Is this Uniclass or Uniclass 2015, which is the proprietary version monetised by NBS.  

What about CAWS classifications available in NBS Chorus? 
Most contractors are still using Common Arrangement of Work Sections as an alphanumeric. Can they 
be doubly defined to CAWS and Uniclass? 
 
As a sub-contractor the issue we have with BIM, and the language you referred to, means that we need 
to wait until this has been agreed - or we end up buying a Betamax and everyone else is on VHS! 
 
 

Risk to cavity barrier - testing procedure for PVC cavity closers filled with stonewool and are tested as 
linear joint seals. They are never tested as a 3D seal, and you will find in all PVC cavity closers that there 
is a hole with no barrier in each corner. 
 

https://www.riscauthority.co.uk/public-resources/documents/resource/iq8-technical-checklist-for-england-permanent-stacked-modular-buildings-753
https://www.riscauthority.co.uk/public-resources/documents/resource/iq8-technical-checklist-for-england-permanent-stacked-modular-buildings-753
https://www.riscauthority.co.uk/resource-download/753
https://www.riscauthority.co.uk/public-resources/documents/resource/iq8-buildings-system-questionnaire-permanent-stacked-modular-buildings-interactive-748
https://www.riscauthority.co.uk/public-resources/documents/resource/iq8-buildings-system-questionnaire-permanent-stacked-modular-buildings-interactive-748
https://www.riscauthority.co.uk/resource-download/748


 

Testing of cavity barriers - if a cement/other sheathing board over sails a concrete floor slab 2 cavities 
are formed: 1 between the board and floor slab and one between sheathing board and cladding. 
No testing has been done on the integrity of a single sheet of cement or sheathing board; boards are 
tested as walls fitted to a metal/timber stud from one side of a room to the other. There is industry  
work underway to test cavity barriers and the performance of same within SFS constructions. 
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There is test data on cavity barriers attached to different internal substrates - Steel Frame and Timber 
Frame, plus numerous BS 8414 tests. If your opinion of BS 8414 is not positive that’s a choice, but the 
data exists, so to say there is no test data is not correct 
 

Insurers in future may require proof that Cavity Barriers or Fire Stopping were installed to all joints to 
satisfy Requirement B3-(4) of Schedule 1. of the 2010 Building Regulations, which is a life safety 
requirement under Regulation 8 of the 2010 Building Regulations and Section 1 of the 1984 Building Act. 
 

In Approved Document Part B Appendix, A: Key terms the definition of Cavity Barrier is: 

“A construction within a cavity, other than a smoke curtain, to perform either of the following functions. 

 Close a cavity to stop smoke or flame entering. 
 Restrict the movement of smoke or flame within a cavity.” 

This is in contrast to the ADB Appendix A: Key terms definition for Fire Stopping, which is: 

“A seal provided to close an imperfection of fit or design tolerance between elements or components, to 
restrict the spread of fire and smoke.” 

ADB makes a clear distinction between cavity barriers and fire stopping as: 

ADB Volume 1 - Diagram 8.1 Provisions for cavity barriers (Flats) 

ADB Volume 2 - Diagram 9.1 Provisions for cavity barriers 

There are four distinct categories of cavities: 

1. Cavities concealed by non-fire resisting internal construction 

ADB Diagram 8.1/9.1 expects 30(E)15(I) cavity barriers internally below raised floors, behind wall linings 
and above suspended ceilings, or above ceilings below a roof. 

2. Cavities within external cavity walls 

ADB excludes double-leaf masonry cavity walls with leaves of a minimum of 75mm, which is also applied 
to double-leaf concrete cavity walls or combinations of masonry and concrete leaves. Otherwise ADB 
Diagram 8.1/9.1 expects minimum 30(E)15(I) cavity barriers within external cavity walls. But ADB allows 
the external wall to have no minimum fire resistance and does not require a protected zone at the edges 
of internal compartment walls and floors, which might also be a party wall condition. 



 

3. Cavities within roof construction 

ADB Diagram 8.1/9.1 does not graphically recognise this category. ADB allows the roof to have no 
minimum fire resistance and does not require a protected zone at the edges of internal compartment 
walls, which might also be a party wall condition. 

4. Cavities within internal compartment walls and floors 

ADB Diagram 8.1/9.1 does not graphically recognise this category. Cavities are present within internal 
compartment walls or floors in any building that is not solid wall and floor construction, which is 
frequently the case in Modern Methods of Construction (MMC). It is important to control cavities of this 
category and ADB should be augmented. In this category it is better to think of fire stopping relating to 
compartmentation, rather than cavity barriers. 

If extensive cavities within internal compartment walls and floors include combustible materials, that 

fire load may be vulnerable to fire penetrating through building services or as gaps open in the 

deflecting primary or infill structures, allowing flame, heat and hot or cold smoke to spread unseen and 

inaccessibly beyond the compartment of origin. In the case of Permanent Stacked Modular Buildings 

that can mean horizontally and vertically. 

There is no test for Cavity Barriers. The promised BS EN 1364-6 from 2016 has failed to be completed. 

Until that impasse is resolved: 

 EOTA TR 031 Fire Resistance Tests for Cavity Barriers – 2008 and ETAG 026 Fire Stopping and Fire 
Sealing Products - Part 5 Cavity Barriers – 2011 are the only guidance available for “Closed 
State” cavity barriers in all four categories of cavity construction. EOTA TR 031 considers that 
Intumescent materials have a service life of 10 or 25 years, but no longer is proven as a state of 
the art. 

 16/30324104 DC BS EN 1364-6. Fire resistance tests for non-loadbearing elements. Part 6. Cavity 
Barriers can be read for “Open State” cavity barriers in the external wall, which in practice are 
fixed horizontally only.  

It was never the intention of the technical committee that “Open State” cavity barrier thinking could be 
applied to the category of cavities within internal compartment walls and floors. 

It is possible to use the BS EN 1366-4:2006+A1:2010 Fire resistance tests for service installations. Linear 
joint seals as fire stopping in the BS EN 1366 series that relate to Building Services. But this test is carried 
out between two rigid fixed concrete sides to a furnace aperture.  

 

There is a plethora of training schemes being commissioned to instruct on how to install passive fire 
protection measures.  For our part, we offer the following: 

 Training on installation to anyone that requests it. 



 

 The training is assessed to an ISO standard, not so much for its technical contact, which is 
unique, but for its ability to pass on the instructions in a uniform, consistent, and 
understandable format. The training session comes in 3 parts, pre training assessment, the 
training phase, and post training assessment. You have to complete all 3 to have completed the 
training. The last phase is a practical inspection of an installation by the trainees 

 Thereafter we offer access to our inspection App, supplemented by with physical visits from our 
own engineers.  The premise is that we offer as much practical support as we can to ensure that 
the products are installed as they should be, to a standard that is acceptable to all stakeholders. 

We are also part of the early adopters of the BSI Identify scheme which allows , via the scanning of a QR 
code affixed to the product, access to vital data in perpetuity  https://identify.bsigroup.com/ the intent 
here is to ensure that anyone at any time has access to data in the years to come that will not be 
interrupted by “Error 404” or by broken web page links. 

Cold Work Permits 

We recommend all our clients, to protect our passive works and that they record all works following 

original installation. Something as simple as giving a marked-up drawing to site, noting anywhere that 

works have taken place and then hand this to the FM, Estates, etc allowing someone to investigate after 

those works and thus determine if any passive measures have been compromised. We use large 

triangular warning signs on walls that have been designated a fire wall, stating Do not Penetrate, even 

this hasn’t worked. 

 

Permanent Stacked Modular Buildings are best provided with a photographic record of every installed 

product in the stack, installed to fire testing (which might be LPS 1501 system testing) and reported as 

part of the Regulation 38 Information Exchange. 

 

On many projects, we have approached the main contractor to advise that they should not proceed with 

works, such as a fixed ceiling, as our works are incomplete in an area or have finished an installation to 

be advised that follow on trades shall be penetrating the barrier and we monitor this to ensure we can 

repair this before leaving site. Previously, there had been some sign off/milestone/checklist to ensure all 

works were completed before the next stage of works commenced, this is more evident with the 

reduced labour on sites with the pandemic limiting occupancy. 

 

The current CSCS cards show the trade qualification on the back of the card, but not clearly advising 

what has been achieved, unlike the previous listing of all modules. The passive fire NVQ is achieved after 

completing a core module surrounding health and safety etc and then you only need to complete two of 

the 5 modules available to achieve the card. 

 

Facilities Managers and the "Responsible Person" under the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 
need the Regulation 38 Fire Safety Information handover. ADB Volume 1 and 2 has a list of Regulation 
38 information. 
No product test for cavity barriers then how can there be a Regulation 38 handover.  
Leaks and water damage from sanitary facilities may require replacement of Cavity Barriers and Fire 
Stopping to get fire Insurance.  

https://identify.bsigroup.com/
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There is an art in training. Many have jumped on the band wagon of seeming to provide something, 

which in reality is often lacking and creates more problems than it solves. You would not use a Sony TV 

manual to operate an LG TV, in my experience many of these courses are potentially useful grounding, 

but the onus should be in the supplier of the product to supply the training on installation, and help 

determine what is good and what is bad? 

 You also have the complication that some cavity barriers, say for Rainscreen, are often installed by the 

cladding contractor, and not by a specialist. This does not necessarily mean that they are liable to be 

installed incorrectly, and many cladding contractors have sought their own competency scheme 

accreditation to achieve compliance, but most of them also seek product manufacturer training IN 

ADDITION to any general appreciation they may have had from a course that is general in nature.  

Using specialists does not, in my experience confer compliance, but it will add cost, and slow down the 

installations. In some areas, specialists can be useful, but most cavity barriers are relatively simple to 

install, and competence can be achieved by “non specialists” . you will have vested interests who want 

to promote a greater market for themselves by creating an air of mystery around installation and wear 

their installing badges to support that mystique.   
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With FRA's with one big issue being that the Risk Assessor are often not qualified or do not come from a 
Fire background, I would say that a detailed risk assessment that goes above and beyond the PAS79 is 
needed that would ensure that even if someone doesn't understand fire that they do the correct checks. 
e.g. checking lift cavities and getting into attic spaces.  
 

The sub-contractor or main contractor should have to provide evidence that the system they are 

proposing is ‘fit for purpose’ rather than the usual specification clause similar or approved.  A proforma 

should be generated identifying the key points that need to be addressed and all parties manufacturer, 

architect, fire consultant, main contractor and sub-contractor should sign this off so that they all take 

responsibility. 

The insurance industry have a better control on what needs to be built that the construction industry, if 
the insurance policy specifies that XYZ is required, you would achieve greater engagement. 
 

The client sets the terms of the design in Work Stage 0 and 1 as they assemble their consultant team by 
Work Stage 2. It is the client that has to define the design for life safety as the minimum requirement in 
Section 1 of the 1984 Building Act, or do they want to go further to achieve a degree of property 
protection in consultation with Insurers. Some clients are happy to let the building burn to the ground 
provided everyone can escape and no Fire and Rescue Service personnel are injured. Moorfield Hotel, 
Brae, Shetland 27 July 2020 fire is an example. Great success. No injuries. Total asset loss 
 

Mechanisms exist to deal with specification changes - the issue is often that a good specification is 
compromised by a spec change that is driven by monetary concerns. The client or whoever procures the 
building needs to accept that safety cannot be sacrificed on the alter of cost 
 

Why is there no Gateway in the Golden Thread at Work Stage 1 for the client's brief? Why wait until 
Planning? 
How will the Building Safety Regulator's minions check that what is built by Gateway 3 is what was 
technically designed at Gateway 2 in the Cavity Barriers they can't see any longer? 
Of course, Gateways are only HRRBs 
Most buildings with most Cavity Barriers are not falling under HSE regulatory scrutiny. 
 

the regulator wont check between gate 2 & 3 it is up to contractor/client to evidence that they built 
what was designed 
 

The decision to include Cavity Barriers happens at Work Stage 3, 2, 1 or 0 as soon as the client adopts a 
form of MMC. If you make a distinction between compartmentalisation and the elements that actually 
make up a compartment wall and floor you will get very confused. 



 

 

  

Thinking ahead generally requires investment by the building procurer. Contractors need to understand 
that consultants have thought ahead. 
 

For new build, there should be a Fire Strategy at an early stage of design as just like proper services co-
ordination. The Fire Strategy will determine compartments and the need for fire stopping. 
 

Installers arrive on site and are often asked to design based on what has been installed by others - 
therefore we can only install what is possible, this may differ from spec. 
 

https://landingpage.bsigroup.com/LandingPage/Series?UPI=BS%20ISO%2015686  

 

Fire strategy provided to an installer at an early stage will also allow monitoring the building project 

develop and can allow us to cause a pause in project programme where we feel that we can see a clash 

/issue, but we are not always on-site full time, subject to size of project/site team engagement 

The RIBA did a huge amount of work on a Fire Safety Overlay on the RIBA Plan of Work 2020. Then 

didn't publish it. Why not? 

Housing Associations can aggregate client demand for Cavity Barrier and Fire Stopping good 
manufacturing, design, construction, and Regulation 38 handover practice. 
 

Why is there no fire resistance required in the external wall when the Cavity Barriers externally are 
specified by ADB to be 30(E)15(I)? 

Shouldn't the external wall have the same minimal fire resistance? 
 

 

  

https://landingpage.bsigroup.com/LandingPage/Series?UPI=BS%20ISO%2015686
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